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Fund Basics
Unit Price

Distribution Frequency
Number of Stocks in the
Portfolio

$2.0195
Annual
53

th

Inception Date
Fund Size
Benchmark

17 September 2003
$439M
S&P ASX Small Ordinaries
Accumulation Index

Performance Statistics to 30 June 2015
3 Month
%
-4.71%

1 Year
%
+5.00%

3 Year
% p.a.
+10.62%

5 Year
% p.a.
+8.14%

Since
Inception
+10.77%

S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries
Accumulation Index

-4.04%

+0.45%

+2.46%

+1.35%

+4.72%

Out performance

-0.67%

+4.55%

+8.16%

+6.79%

+6.05%

EGG Small Companies Fund

* Fund returns are calculated post fees.

For the quarter ending 30 June 2015, the Eley Griffiths Group Small Companies Fund
returned -4.71%, compared to a -4.04% decrease in the Small Ordinaries Accumulation
Index.

Market Review & Strategy
The Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index outperformed the ASX100 over the June quarter
leaving both benchmarks up circa 3% calendar year to date. Banks led the market lower as
bond markets sold off and NAB refocused investor attention on the impending capital
pressures facing the sector, raising $5.5B of new equity. Negative trading updates from a
number of high profile, over owned stocks saw aggressive share price corrections. Seek,
Flight Centre and Resmed are good examples.

The US stock markets provided little in the way of impetus for global equity markets, leaving
that to the US bond market, which sold off decisively through the quarter. US 10 year bonds
started April at 1.92% and had backed up to 2.35% by the end of June, realigning treasury
yields and economic fundamentals. This was a tacit admission that the US economy was
perhaps not as poor as bond markets had been pricing. German 10 year bonds touched a
record low of 0.05% before trading to 1.05% in early June. ECB chief Draghi warned investors
to get used to higher volatility.

One side-show, open daily at 11:15 AEST, was the spectacular bull-drive occurring in the
Chinese share market. At the time of writing, the market, as measured by the Shanghai
Composite Index, was up 21% calendar year to date having been up 60% when it peaked on
th

the 12 of June. Anecdotes from the middle kingdom have been, at times hair raising, such
as the recent IPO of China National Nuclear, which attracted $150bn in bids for a $2bn
raising!

Locally, May-June customarily marks the onset of the confession season. This sees
management teams update the market when FY15 earnings guidance is noticeably diverging
from plan. Macquarie Equities analysts report fewer negative profit updates this year (~ 71 vs
103 in FY14, 131 in FY13 and an all time high of 241 in FY09).

Notable small cap offenders this year include Oroton (-23%), Virtus Health (-27%) and Nine
Network (-26%). Off-cycle reporters, Hills Industries and Aust Agriculture Company,
disappointed the market’s expectations and were summarily dealt with, falling -47% and -23%
respectively.

The log jam of initial public offerings began to process during the June quarter, following a
March quarter lapse in activity. High hopes were raised early, with the rousing IPO of Eclipx,
Group up 21% on listing. EGG were enthusiastic subscribers to this deal and our reasons for
investment are detailed later in the report.

In contrast, the market struggled to digest the IPO of MYOB, a large, expensively priced
raising that was essentially stillborn. A great business whose PE multiple was pushed to what
the market could bear rather than having regard for its after-market trading, which has
underwhelmed. The stock is 7.0% below issue price

Companies, directly or indirectly, exposed to the housing cycle were prominent amongst
primary deals presented to fund managers. Metro Properties, Adairs, AFG, Shriro and
Gateway spring to mind. Press speculation quickly moved to the next IPO in the series. Real

estate overlord, John McGrath was identified as float-worthy and mortgage originator,
Connective, was also included in the mix.

Secondary raisings remained a feature of the quarter, albeit at a slower pace than seen
during the March quarter. Notable flow included Oaktree’s sale of 8% of Nine Network,
Genworth Financial chipped out 14% of Genworth Australia and Westpac’s sell down in BT
Financial Group to between 31-40% from its current 59%.

Technical Summary
Leaving March quarter, the scene was set for a break of 6000 on the ASX200, having failed at
this level on 6 previous occasions since 2008. Seasonal strength was expected to assist the
rally, as would enlarged international demand for Australian equities. Needless to say,
breaching 6000 was an important portend for a 2015 assault on the market’s old high of 6852a call we ambitiously made in the last quarterly report. 6000 was rejected in late April and
traders targeted the line of least resistance and sold the benchmark off aggressively.

This is an all too familiar playbook for markets. When an important resistance level fails, the
market nearly always tests the durability of the nearest support level, in this case 5555.
Beyond this, a support line from 2012 at 5400 should reasonably expect buy side
participation. In essence, the June quarter retracement went to plan.

Interestingly, the Small Ordinaries Index looks the most constructive it has at any time since
rd

the 2009 lows. The index has broken its 3 trend fan-line which indicates improving share
price momentum. Price action has held nicely to a support line from 2009 and the advance
has price in balance with time. The benchmark looks good technically.

Circa 45% of companies were above the ‘investment line’ (100 day ma) in the Small
Ordinaries Index by end of June. This is a narrowing in the breadth over the past 3 months
(62% end of March, 60% at the close of both April and May) and is not in keeping with an
improving market, as less stocks are participating in the rally. We will monitor trends here
closely.

In the US market, it is interesting to note the outperformance of the Russell 2000 (at new
highs) versus the range bound S&P 500. This consolidation is posing somewhat of a
quandary for investors. Is a top taking shape with an ensuing sell-off to follow or congestion
ahead of an upside break? This will require more time and a break in either direction before
traders will place bets.

Dow theorists have pointed to the negative divergence between the Dow Transportation
Index and the Dow Industrials in the markets presently, as reason for caution.

The Portfolio
During June quarter, our small company portfolio saw strong appreciation from Sirtex Medical
(+40%), Eclipx Group (+24%), Sirius Resources (+21%) and RCG Corporation (+16%).
Detractors during the quarter included APN News & Media (-28%), Prime TV (-22%) and QUB
Logistics (-21%). Nil weightings in Select Harvest (+48%) and LNG Limited (+20%) also hurt
performance.

Top 10 Stocks as at 30th June
2015
Iress Limited

3.60%

Platinum Asset Management

2.84%

Macquarie Atlas Roads Group

3.38%

Veda Group

2.74%

InvoCare Limited

3.29%

BT Investment Management

2.70%

Fletcher Building

3.20%

QUB Logistics

2.41%

iiNet Limited

2.96%

Technology One

2.32%

Portfolio Holdings Represented by Sector
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%

EGGSCF

10.00%

XSOAI

5.00%
0.00%

During the June quarter we added several new stocks to the portfolio.

Eclipx Group is a leading player in the vehicle leasing/fleet management market, with an estimated
11% market share in Australia and 30% in NZ. We anticipate earnings growth over coming years from
industry consolidation, funding mix improvements and diversification into adjacent earnings streams,
such as commercial leasing. We are very familiar with the management team from a previous
investment and have great confidence in their ability to execute the group strategy.

SAI Global was added to the portfolio, following a lengthy reflection on the group’s medium-long term
prospects. In recent years the group has been beset by senior management turmoil (3 CEO’s in under
18 mo), a failed PE-led takeover bid, operational setbacks in its compliance business and confusion
about the value proposition of its property services division. A new CEO is regaining the markets
confidence and a 15x PE ratio for a 3 year time-weighted eps growth rate of 10%, points to good
upside from present levels.

A reappraisal of the investment case for oil/gas E&P, AWE, saw us return to this register. Depth of
management, balance sheet flexibility and a favourable exposure to strengthening east coast
Australia gas prices, prompted us to act. The company’s Bass Gas project is expected to almost
double gas volumes to 70TJ pa, just as production comes off contract’s struck at significantly out-ofthe money gas prices. Additionally, recent exploration activity in onshore WA has resulted in the
discovery of a significant, conventional gas resource, Waitsia, fortuitously close to infrastructure. A
depressed oil price has afforded EGG an ideal entry point into this name.

EGG concluded its exit from CSR during the quarter, following the release of a strong full year result.
The income statement was buoyed by over trading in the company’s Aluminium division and
favourable conditions in Australia’s east coast residential construction market.

Another recent ASX100 graduate sold from the portfolio, at significant profit, was Magellan Financial
Group. The stock has exhibited the strongest earnings profile of the peer group, delivering material
outperformance in FY15, with this actually achieved via market movement rather than net fund
inflows. The stock’s premium PE rating allowed for a switch into our other offshore equities exposure,
Platinum Asset Management, at a more appealing relative valuation.

Outlook

September quarter is important for professional investors, as it is dominated by companies reporting
their full year or, in many cases half year, earnings results. It is often when the market hears the first
tangible guidance on how management are budgeting for the forthcoming fiscal year. This year will be
no different, but the reduced number of company confessions (as discussed) points to an
unexceptional reporting season this time round.

This period will also be of critical importance to the large number of companies reporting on IPO
prospectus numbers, with much attention focussed around how they shape FY16 estimates.

US Federal Reserve Bank action, or inaction on rates, will be a driver of bond market sentiment and
therefore have a heavy bearing on equity market direction. The Fed has tempered expectations for
the timing of the first hike, but doubtless the start of the first tightening cycle since 2004 is very close
at hand.

Goldman Sachs recently tabled a research piece on how compelling the Australian equity market has
become versus the MSCI World Index, on a range of measures. It made for interesting reading.

The ASX200 PE is around 15.8x, putting it a 9% discount to the MSCI and a far cry from its typical 1%
premium.

At 2x Price/Book, Australia is now at its biggest discount (-16%) to the global measure in a decade.

Return on equity (ROE) sits at 12.5% versus the MSCI average of 10%, and dividend yield locally is ~
4.8%, 1.9x higher than the prevailing world average.

Eley Griffiths Group calculates the Australian market equity risk premium (ERP) at ~ 6.2%, reinforcing
the BUY case for the local market (fair value sits 4-5%). The ERP is the level of compensation
required for equity investors to assume extra risk over bonds. Put simply, equity investors are being
appropriately rewarded presently for bearing higher risk.

Equity supply will remain a feature of the mid and small cap segments of the market for the remainder
of 2015. Investment bank avarice will be a key determinant of the success or otherwise of the large
and growing inventory of primary and secondary transactions.

The ongoing low amplitude advance of the Small Ordinaries index should continue with a test of 2290
important for sentiment. A breach of this level will see this index move decisively to 2525.

Eley Griffiths Group Ratings
Morningstar
Lonsec
Zenith

March 2015

Silver

2nd Highest Rating

February 2015

Recommended

2nd Highest Rating

March 2015

Recommended

2nd Highest Rating

DISCLAIMER: This report was prepared by Eley Griffiths Group Pty Limited, AFSL No: 224818.This is general advice only and has been
prepared without taking into account your particular objectives, financial circumstances and needs. Before making any decision based on
this report, you should assess your own circumstances or consult a financial planner.
You should obtain and consider a copy of the product disclosure statement relating to the Eley Griffiths Group Small Companies Fund,
before acquiring the financial product. You may obtain a product disclosure statement from your financial planner.
To the extent permitted by law, Fundhost Limited nor Eley Griffiths Group Pty Limited, its employees, consultants, advisers, officers and
authorized representatives are not liable for any loss or damage arising as a result of reliance placed on the contents of this report.

